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ABBA’S CHILD
Author: Manning
Is an impostor robbing you of God’s love? Many Christians have bought into the lie that we are worthy of God’s love only when our
lives are going well. If our families are happy or our jobs are meaningful, life is a success. But when life begins to fall through the
cracks and embarrassing sins threaten to reveal our less-than-perfect identity, we scramble to keep up a good front to present to the
world––and God. We cower and hide until we can rearrange the mask of perfection and look good again. Sadly, it is then that we
wonder why we lack intimate relationships and a passionate faith. Yet all this time God is calling us to take the mask off and come
openly to Him. God longs for us to know in the depth of our being that He loves us and accepts us as we are. When we are our true
selves, we can finally claim our identity as God’s child-Abba’s child-and experience His pure pleasure in who we are. Brennan
Manning encourages readers to let go of the impostor lifestyle and freely accept our belovedness as a child of the heavenly Father.
In Him there is life, our passion is rekindled, and our union with Him is His greatest pleasure.

TRUE FACED
Authors: Thrall, McNichol, Lynch
“The day of self-righteous, religious performing for cheap applause is coming to an end." TrueFaced draws a clear distinction
between two very different underlying motives: my determination to please God or to trust Him. The resulting difference from these
two starting points could not be more profound. One results in a striving that never feels it has done enough to please Him. The
other results in a trust that experiences His full pleasure. Our motives as followers of Christ will either keep us in unresolved sin and
immaturity or free us into God's astonishing dream for our life.

SEARCH FOR SIGNIFICANCE
Author: McGee
Robert McGee's best-selling book has helped millions of readers learn how to be free to enjoy Christ's love while no longer basing
their self-worth on their accomplishments or the opinions of others. In fact, Billy Graham said that it was a book that "should be read
by every Christian." In this re-launch of this timeless classic you will: Gain new skills for getting off the performance treadmill.
Discover how four false beliefs have negatively impacted your life. Learn how to overcome obstacles that prevent you from
experiencing the truth that your self-worth is found only in the love, acceptance, and forgiveness of Christ. Discover what two million
readers have already discovered: that true significance is found only in Christ.

LETTERS FROM A SKEPTIC
Author: Boyd
Greg Boyd and his father, Ed, were on opposite sides of a great divide. Greg was a newfound Christian, while his father was a
longtime agnostic. So Greg offered his father an invitation: Ed could write with any questions on Christianity, and his son would offer
a response. Letters from a Skeptic contains this special correspondence. The letters tackle some of today's toughest challenges
facing Christianity, including Do all non-Christians go to hell? How can we believe a man rose from the dead? Why is the world so
full of suffering? How do we know the Bible was divinely inspired? Does God know the future? Each response offers insights into
the big questions, while delivering intelligent answers that connect with both the heart and mind. Whether you're a skeptic, a
believer, or just unsure, these letters can provide a practical, common-sense guide to the Christian faith.

IF YOU WANT TO WALK ON WATER, YOU’VE GOT TO GET OUT OF THE BOAT
Author: Ortberg
Winner of the 2002 Christianity Today Book Award! You're One Step Away from the Adventure of Your Life! Deep within you lies
the same faith and longing that sent Peter walking across the wind-swept Sea of Galilee toward Jesus. In what ways is the Lord
telling you, as he did Peter, 'Come'? John Ortberg invites you to consider the incredible potential that awaits you outside your
comfort zone. Out on the risky waters of faith, Jesus is waiting to meet you in ways that will change you forever, deepening your
character and your trust in God. The experience is terrifying. It's thrilling beyond belief. It's everything you'd expect of someone
worthy to be called Lord. The choice is yours to know him as only a water-walker can, aligning yourself with God's purpose for your
life in the process. There's just one requirement: If You Want to Walk on Water, You've Got to Get Out of the Boat.

